
Real-time interface to the POS System (works with major companies like Oracle and Agilysys)
Synchronizes POS data with video surveillance to establish a clear view of all suspicious transactions
Built in Case Manager to keep records of all suspicious activities (can be used in court cases)
Can be installed in just a few days. Training is a snap. The system does the heavy lifting 
Your entire team will have access to eConnect University where we have 2,500 eConnect certified professionals 
Customers generally see a full return on investment in less than 1 year
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POS CONNECT IS RANKED #1 FOR POS LOSS PREVENTION
Bars, restaurants, retail, and basically any industry that handles cash faces potential theft from their own employees. In fact, 
up to 75% of employees have admitted to stealing at least once and modern employee theft can go unnoticed for 
years.That can mean big losses –  businesses can lose an average of 7% of revenue to internal theft. 

Without the necessary resources and knowledge, it can be nearly impossible for businesses to execute effective employee 
theft prevention strategies. 

POS Fraud, cashier theft, bartender theft, and other forms of cash register theft all violate that basic element of trust which 
should exist between employer and employee. This can make employee theft prevention – especially cash register loss 
prevention and restaurant loss prevention – a tough-to-tackle problem for businesses of all sizes. 

The only way to know for sure if your employees are guilty of POS skimming when your back is turned may be to simply never 
turn your back. A smart, integrated, and comprehensive surveillance system tied into your POS system can help business 
owners and operators do just that. POS Connect is famous for its ability to find the needle in the haystack. The system's core 
algorithm is designed to detect the known scams and make them immediately visible to your team.

Key Features of POS Connect:
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